Estimation of ocular rigidity based on measurement of pulse amplitude using pneumotonometry and fundus pulse using laser interferometry in glaucoma.
There is evidence from theoretical models and animal studies that the biomechanical properties of the optic nerve head and the sclera play a role in the pathophysiology of glaucoma. There are, however, only a few data available that demonstrate such biomechanical alterations in vivo. In this study, the hypothesis was that patients with primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) have an abnormal ocular structural stiffness based on measurements of intraocular pressure amplitude and ocular fundus pulsation amplitude (FPA). Seventy patients with POAG and 70 healthy control subjects matched for age, sex, intraocular pressure and systemic blood pressure were included. The ocular PA and pulsatile ocular blood flow were assessed with pneumotonometry. The FPA was measured by using laser interferometry. Based on the Friedenwald equation, a coefficient of ocular rigidity (E1) was calculated relating PA to FPA. There was no difference in systemic blood pressure, intraocular pressure, and ocular perfusion pressure (OPP) between the patients with glaucoma and the healthy control subjects. Both, FPA and PA were lower in the patients with glaucoma than in the control subjects. The calculated factor E1 was significantly higher in the patients with POAG (0.0454 +/- 0.0085 AU) than in the control subjects (0.0427 +/- 0.0058 AU, P = 0.03). Multiple regression analysis revealed that E1 was independent of age and sex, and correlated only slightly with OPP. The present study indicates increased ocular rigidity in patients with POAG. This is compatible with a number of previous animal experiments and supports the concepts that the biomechanical properties of ocular tissues play a role in the diseases process.